The Impact, The Atlantic Tsunami and The Quake!
September 17, McKana
Isaiah 24:17-20 (KJV)
17 Fear, and the pit, and the snare, are upon thee, O inhabitant of the earth.
18 And it shall come to pass, that he who fleeth from the noise of the fear shall fall into the pit; and he
that cometh up out of the midst of the pit shall be taken in the snare: for the windows from on high are
open, and the foundations of the earth do shake.
19 The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth is moved exceedingly.
20 The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a cottage; and the
transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again.
------------//////////----------------

In the last two posts we have seen “The Biggest Shaking Ever”(https://444prophecynews.com/thebiggest-shaking-ever-mckana/) and the demarcation drown by the very hand of the Lord on the
Appalachian mountains which shows us how far the Atlantic tsunami can go
(https://444prophecynews.com/the-imminent-atlantic-tsunami-and-flood-mckana/). This vison was also
posted a year earlier (https://444prophecynews.com/the-impact-the-tsunami-the-quake-mckana/). The
point here is to show what the Lord has been showing us has a sequence. I didn't see the whole at once
and was not in sequential order. From these four visions, we can get a good picture of the impact, the
quake, the tsunami and the boundary of the destruction. From these two visions we will understand
how big the quake is, how high the Atlantic tsunami can go, what the distraction looks like and the
sudden, shocking surprise on the people. Even if we post repeatedly what the Lord revealed to us, it is
for good and there are may new comers.

The Cataclysmic destruction of land mass.
(Dream of 2013)
This is the first before I see the major events listed below. Something big, huge has fallen on the
ground. Like a stone shattering glasses, a big mass of land is breaking to smaller pieces and a loud
rumbling noise like never before. I haven’t seen and heard anything like this in my lifetime. It kept
rumbling and rumbling with shaking and breaking for quit a while. It is big devastation. Noticing the
magnitude of this destruction, I said to myself,“No one can survive this.” Cataclysmic in the highest
magnitude. This will stay fresh in my memory as long as I live.
This is happening way, away from the land and the South-East costs of the continent of North
America, in the region of the islands and in the middle of the Atlantic ocean. I didn’t see anything
coming from the sky but the impact and the destruction that follows.

Atlantic Tidal wave-Tsunami.
Flood and Earthquake.
The Earth split opened.
(Vision of March 25, 2016. 11:00AM)
I am running in a field from the East to the West. I don’t know what I am running from. I felt an
Earthquake and stopped. The Earth started swaying. I stopped and looked back. There is flood coming,
enormous amount of water is flooding a very wide area in the region where I live, Midwest. I tried to
see the source, it is coming from the ocean. In a clear daylight, clear blue sky Wave after wave, wave
after wave of the ocean water from Atlantic is storming towards the land, as far as and beyond a normal
eye can see. The level of the ocean has risen high and I see it inclined towards the land and it is right in
front of my eyes. The tidal waves are mountain high, very high, one of the waves is very high than the

ones in front and and back. I said “No one is going to service this” and wondered if it can come to our
area, Midwest. The tidal water keeps flowing and there is no visible boundary between the land of the
east cost and the sea. Then the Earth started split opening up, It started opening from East to West,
between the Carolina’s and Delaware. It encompasses area across some hill or mountain. It is getting
wider and stopped. I see few people, not many, falling in the freshly opened Earth. They are talking,
loud, unaware of what has just happened. I don’t know what they are saying but making noise not
screening,

The desperately Mass fleeing for life from what is coming!
(October 8, 2015)
I am watching from above, more close to the ground. They are trying to cross a street which winds
around a hill, mountain range-Appalachian mountains range. First I see cattle running, then I see cares
and many military armored vehicles. Some of the armored vehicles have round receiver like devise on
top of them. They are speeding up with no concern of accidents. It looks like they are running from
something. I don’t see what it is. They are running fast in terror for their lives. I was telling them to
slow down, it is a curve, no one hears me. They are running without realizing it is a curve. Some of the
military armour vehicles and some of the soldiers fully armed are taking position on the hillside next to
the mountain range. What are they running from?
From these four revelations given by our Lord, the warnings are out and final. Here on, it is up to every
individual to take the necessary measures needed to save their lives. Since this involves large number
of lives in the east cost, repeated warnings from many sources are appropriate. What many have seen is
true and it is coming very soon than any one can imagine.
In fear of creating chaos, the authorities will not tell the public even if they see the meteor coming. By
the time they announce the imminent impact, it is too late. From our side, our job is done, warnings
after warnings until we look like we are going through a rut. Now, there is no room for doubt. Trust the
Lord!

Repent! Repent! Repent!

